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TASTE OF THE CARIBBEAN
The best culinary experience in the Caribbean is back for summer escapes—all year long.
Savor the flavor of the islands on Celebrity EquinoxSM, where the tropics have never tasted so good. We’re introducing our 
new Taste of the Caribbean series, featuring delicious new culinary experiences from rum and reggae parties on the Lawn 
Club to guest chefs and cooking demos. From one of the biggest wine tastings at sea with our sommeliers to World Class 
mixology demos with our mixologists. Explore the islands with our Chef’s Market Discoveries chef-led tours in the islands 
where you’ll explore local markets and then enjoy lunch at a local hot spot. Your taste buds have never had a more flavorful 
summer vacation.

Now that Celebrity Equinox is in the Caribbean year-round, family vacations, romantic getaways, and reunions with friends 
can feature the sunny side of summer and modern luxury no matter what time of year you go. So join us for a vacation 
where you’ll quickly surrender your senses to the warm, tropical rhythms of the islands and the coolly sophisticated luxury 
on board.

This program is only available on Celebrity EquinoxSM Caribbean sailings from 4/24/17 - 11/6/17

TASTE OF THE CARIBBEAN PREMIUM PACKAGE
For the first time, we’re offering a complete package of 
beverage and dining options that give you the ultimate in 
everything we offer. Cheers and Bon Appétit all at once!
Package includes:
• Elegance Wine & Set of 4 Riedel Glasses
• Riedel Wine Comparison Workshop
• Ultimate Dining Package
• Chef’s Market Discovery Tour
• Cooking Class, including Lunch
• Blendtique Wine Blending Class
• World Class Mixology Class
• Celebrity Excite the Senses Cookbook
• Evian water in your stateroom
• Lavazza machine with coffee in your stateroom

NUMBER OF CRUISE 
NIGHTS PRICE

7-Night $700
8-Night $730
9-Night $820

10-Night $860
11-Night $900


